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ABSTRACT
Over the past 5 years there has been an increase in the
use of convolutional neural networks in a broad variety of
medical imaging applications. This is due in part to the
increase in their popularity since their success in the 2012
ImageNet competition, but is also due to their adaptability across a range of medical imaging applications. These
applications vary greatly; from the segmentation of knee
cartilage to the detection of Alzheimer’s disease in MRIs
and much more. In this paper we will go over some of the
cutting edge techniques being used specifically for the tasks
of brain segmentation; classifying with both binary segmentation on brain lesions and hierarchical segmentation with
tumors. The results are proving to be quite promising with
many of the described techniques outscoring previous stateof-the-art systems.

Keywords

Figure 1: An example of tumor segmentation
adapted from [3]

state-of-the-art results on a few different segmentation challenges.

2. BACKGROUND

Before delving into the specifics of the network architecture approaches that are being employed we will look at
some of the fundamentals of CNNs and segmentation in general. When discussing segmentation in the field of medical
imaging we are discussing the ability to classify different
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Figure 3: Visualization of kernel activations being
stored in the feature map, also known as an activation map. Adapted from [5]

Figure 2:
A simple artificial neural network.
This network only has one hidden layer, but
neural networks often have many hidden layers.
https://goo.gl/mVAz5N

The result of these activations are then passed to neighboring nodes through weighted connections. After passing
through the layers of nodes and connections the resulting
data is sent out of the network as some form of output.
What makes neural networks so powerful is their general usability across a wide range of data driven problems as well
as the ability to alter the weights of the node connections to
improve the accuracy of their output.
In our case we are interested in a type of neural network
called a convolutional neural network. CNNs are based on
many of the same principles, input, hidden, and output layers, of a normal neural network, but have an additional type
of layer that has been found very useful when it comes to
learning things about images. In our case the network inputs will be patches of an MRIs pixels with the output being
segmentation labels.

2.2 Convolutional Layers
Convolutional layers are what differentiate convolutional
neural networks from other neural networks, the first layer
of all CNNs is a convolutional one. These layers are used to
condense the input data into recognized data patterns, thus
reducing data size and recognizing things of interest. The
convolutional layer takes an array of values that represents
either the pixels or voxels of a patch of the input image.
The layer then uses what is interchangeably called a filter,
neuron or kernel, which is another array representing some
sort of feature. The kernel is then aligned to the upper left
corner of the input, the area it covers is called the receptive field. The array contained within the receptive field is
then multiplied with the array in the kernel using elementwise multiplication. The multiplications are then summed
up and stored in the same relative position of what’s called
a feature map as seen in Figure 3. The kernel then slides
over a specified distance on the input and performs the same
operation, storing the result in the next position of the feature map. What we end up with after all of the possible
convolutions of the kernel and the input is a completed feature map. The feature map is an array that contains all of
the results of the convolutions between the kernel and the

https://digitalcommons.morris.umn.edu/horizons/vol4/iss2/3

Figure 4: An example of a kernel that recognizes a
curve as a feature. Adapted from [1]
input. These feature maps can then be passed on as input
to future layers.

2.3 Kernels
Kernels, as described above, are arrays of values that are
meant to represent features to be recognized. For instance
a kernel could contain a feature such as a curve as shown in
Figure 4. This might be represented by a pattern of numbers
in the kernel. When the kernel is multiplied with the input
the result will be a higher number if the feature in the kernel
is similar to the feature in the receptive field. If the feature
described by the kernel is not present in the receptive field
then the result of the multiplication will be smaller. These
recognitions of features are then stored in the feature map
where they will likely be used as the input to the next layer.
The more of these kernels there are, the more features the
network can recognize. As these feature maps are used in
future layers of similar operations a hierarchy of features
is created with more complex features being represented in
later layers.

2.4 Dropout and Pooling Layers
Two more layer types used in convolutional neural networks are dropout and pooling layers. First up is the pooling layer. Pooling layers have a relatively straightforward
purpose; they take clusters from the input feature map and
reduce them down to a single feature. An example of a pooling operation is max-pool. A max-pool pooling layer will
divide the input into clusters and place the highest value
of each cluster in their corresponding place in the pooling
layer’s feature map. Pooling layers are used to drastically
reduce the amount of spatial data by eliminating a large
portion of the input in one step.
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Next is the dropout layer. Dropout layers, true to their
names, randomly select activations in the input feature map
and set them to zero. This helps make sure the network
can correctly predict classifications even when some of the
activations are dropped out. The redundancy provided by
dropout layers is useful in the training process, but is not
applicable to non-training data.
Both of these layer types are useful tools in addressing the
issue of overfitting in CNNs. Overfitting is essentially when
the network becomes too finely tuned to the training data
set and doesn’t generalize well to images it hasn’t seen yet.
There are many other methods for addressing overfitting,
but these are the only two within the scope of this paper.

because of the inherent bias the network has towards the
images it was trained on.
There are a few things that are important to note about
the training process. In general the more images in the training data set the better. This can be a hurdle for medical image applications, due to the difficulty of gathering appropriate images and the time involved with labeling them. There
are some methods of augmenting the data set to increase
the size of the training image pool, such as application of
rotations, translations and jitter to images in the training
set. Truly different images are preferable.

2.5 Fully Connected Layers

In this section we will go over two separate approaches
for brain MRI segmentation taken by Havaei, et al. and
Kamnitsas, et al. We will break these approaches down
into their core components, addressing some of the costs
and benefits of these choices. In discussing these approaches
we will also discuss some of the similarities and differences
between them.

The fully connected layer is often the final layer in the
network. It takes in as input a feature map from the prior
layer and returns a vector of label probabilities for the center
pixel of the input image patch. A CNN might e.g. be trying
to segment an image into what is and isn’t a tumor. The
output is therefore a binary option, tumor or non-tumor.
The fully connected layer looks at the features represented
in the feature map and then provides a vector with two
values, the probability that the input is a tumor and the
probability that it is not a tumor.

2.6 Training
Now that we have gone through some of the components
of a CNN we can get into the thing that makes it all work,
the training process. Before going into the basic steps of
the training process it is important to note that a training
data set is required to begin the process. The training data
set in our case would be medical images that are paired
with their ground truth labels. These ground truth labels
are the labels observed by a medical professional in manual
segmentation. This way we have images that the network
can try to segment, checking its results against the ground
truth labels provided.
The kernels in the network originally start off randomized
and therefore the output probabilities should all be approximately equal. On the forward pass an image patch from the
training data is sent through the network and the output
probability is compared to the true label probability provided with the test image. This comparison is put through
a loss function to quantify the inaccuracy. At the start of
the training process the loss will likely be very high, the
goal being minimizing the loss as much as possible. The loss
function is then used in the next step of the process called
the backward pass. In the backward pass you progress iteratively back through the network from output to input,
evaluating which kernels contributed the most to the total loss and calculating the weight adjustments that would
minimize said loss. After the backward pass is complete the
final step, weight update, is performed. This final step takes
the loss minimizing weight changes from the backward pass
phase and implements them. Applying this four-step process for every image in the training data set is considered
one epoch; training generally requires many epochs.
After completing the training process the network can be
tested on a testing data set. The testing data set, much
like the training data, contains images and their true labels.
This data set allows for the evaluation of the networks performance before using it on unlabeled data. The data in
the testing set cannot contain images from the training set

Published by University of Minnesota Morris Digital Well, 2017

3. METHODS

3.1 Two Pathway Approach to Brain Tumor
Segmentation
In [2], Havaei, et al. created a novel two path approach
for a CNN trained on the Multimodal Brain Tumor Segmentation (BRATS 2013) challenge data set. This challenge is
comprised of three data sets, 30 training images with ground
truth labels, 10 test images with labels and 25 leaderboard
images without ground truth labels. The segmentation task
contains five different labels to be segmented; non-tumor,
necrosis, edema, non-enhancing tumor and enhancing tumor. Their approach to this challenge can be broken down
into three main components; the use of two pathways, the
concatenation of one CNN’s output into varying locations
in a second network, and the use of a two-phase training
approach.
To setup their two pathway CNN Havaei, et al. created
an architecture with two streams, a local pathway with a
7 x 7 receptive field and a global pathway with a 13 x 13
receptive field, see Figure 5. By combining a localized and
global perspective the architecture has the ability to detect
visual detail around the centered pixel while also capturing
data about the greater context of that pixel’s location within
the brain.
These two pathways are concatenated together after going
through a series of convolutional layers, 2 layers for the local
pathway and 1 for the global pathway. This final concatenation of the two pathways is then sent through the output
layer to be interpreted as segmentation labels.
Next is an issue with traditional CNN segmentation systems that predict the segmentation labels independent of
one another, ignoring the possibility of joint segmentation
label models where different labels correlate. To address this
issue Havaei, et al. propose three different cascaded CNN
architectures, where the output of one CNN is concatenated
into one of the layers in a second CNN. By using a cascaded
architecture they allow the second CNN to learn from the
labeling of nearby pixels.
The three different cascaded architectures implemented
by Havaei, et al. are variations on their two pathway approach described above; both of the CNNs, the original and
the one being concatenated in later, use two pathways. The
main variation between these three different architectures
is the location of the concatenation of the first CNN with
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64x24x24

64x21x21
224x21x21

Input
4x33x33

# Parameters 651,488

Conv 7x7 +
Maxout +
Pooling 4x4

Conv 13x13 +
Maxout

Conv 3x3 +
Maxout +
Pooling 2x2

160x21x21

Concatenation

Output
5x1x1

Conv 21x21 +
Softmax

Figure 5: The base two-pathway architecture used by Havaei, et al. Adapted from [2].
the second. Looking at the basic architecture seen in Figure 5, the first implementation, InputCascadeCNN, takes
the output of the first CNN and directly concatenates it to
the input of the second CNN. The second implementation,
LocalCascadeCNN, takes the output of the first CNN and
concatenates it to the first convolutional layer of the second
CNNs local pathway. The final implementation, MFCascadeCNN, concatenates the output of the first CNN to the
final layer of the second CNN, directly before its output.
The third main component in the research done by Havaei,
et al. is their adoption of a two-phase training system.
One of the large issues in training CNNs for segmentation
is the relative abundance of healthy tissue as compared to
the small quantities of tissue that fall under some other labels. This is especially true of brains where labels might
represent a small percentage of the total image’s composition e.g. small quantities of tumor tissue. To alleviate this
problem Havaei, et al. first train the CNN on a data set of
image patches where all of the labels are equally probable.
They then retrain the final output layer taking into account
the relative probabilities of the labels, thereby keeping the
discriminatory capability of the previous layers intact while
maintaining proper output probabilities.

3.2 3D Multi-Scale Approach
In [3], Kamnitsas, et al. provide one of the most recent
architectural approaches to CNNs in the field of medical
imaging segmentation. Their work can be boiled down to
a few main techniques drawing from a wealth of past research. These main techniques include the use of 3D CNNs,
dense-inference for network training, 3D CRFs for the final
processing of the network’s segmentation, deep networks for
better discrimination and two pathways using a multi-scale
approach.
Much like the work done by Havaei, et al., Kamnitsas,
et al. uses a two pathway approach to better capture local
information while maintaining the broader context of the
entire image. However, while Havaei, et al. accomplish this
two pathway approach by using a different sized receptive
field in each pathway, Kamnitsas, et al. downsample the
image itself, shrinking the size of the image in the global
pathway.
The network displayed in Figure 6 is a simplified version
of Kamnitsas’s full blown network, ’DeepMedic’. As can
be seen in the figure the network has two pathways, one
with the normal resolution image patch and the other with
a down-sampled patch. These patches then go through a se-
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ries of convolutional layers before two fully connected layers
and the final classifier layer. DeepMedic has twice as many
convolutional layers as the depicted figure, using a smaller
33 kernel size.
One of the biggest attributes of the work done by Kamnitsas, et al. is the use of 3D CNNs for the basis of their
architecture. 3D CNNs are characterized by their use of 3D
kernels and typically have more volumetric image patches as
input. In the past, research has avoided the use of full blown
3D CNNs due to their increase in parameters and computational requirements. Hybrid approaches such as training
on three orthogonal slices (coronal, sagittal and axial) have
been used to cheaply approximate 3D CNNs [8]. The 3D
CNNs used by Kamnitsas, et al. use three-dimensional kernels in the convolutional layers to create the feature maps.
This can be thought of as a rectangular prism traversing the
volume of the image at hand. The use of these 3D CNNs
allow for better representation of the volumetric data and
allows for the full exploitation of dense-inference. Denseinference or dense-training, is a process used by Kamnitsas,
et al. to help lower the additional computational costs associated with 3D CNNs. When the input image patch is larger
than the receptive field of the CNN the CNN’s classification
layer can convolve across the patch and output multiple predictions rather than the traditional single prediction. The
expected cost savings come from decreasing the number of
overlapping patches sampled from the test data.
In CNNs it has been shown that deeper networks, networks with more consecutive layers, have greater discriminitive capability. This is due to their additional nonlinearities,
meaning outputs disproportionate to inputs, and better defined local optima, meaning more finely defined features in
kernels. While deeper networks have greater discriminitive
power it is also true that they have greater computational
costs, which is further exaggerated by the use of 3D convolutions. There is also an increase in the number of trainable
parameters that is associated with the use of 3D CNNs. To
combat these barriers Kamnitsas, et al. replace convolutional layers that have a standard 53 kernel size with multiple layers that use a smaller 33 kernel size. These smaller
kernels require fewer parameters and lead to a significant
decrease in element-wise multiplications per layer. [3]
Deeper networks also suffer from being harder to train. As
the network becomes deeper it becomes harder to preserve
the loss function. This is caused by the multiplication of the
loss function’s variance as it propagates through each layer.
To alleviate this Kamnitsas, et al. initialize their kernel
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Figure 6: The basic neural network architecture, ‘Deep Medic’, used by Kamnitsas, et al. Adapted from [3].
p
weights to the normal distribution N (0, 2/nl ) where nl is
the number of weights through which a neuron is connected
in layer l to the input. They also use a technique called batch
normalization to deal with the similar issue of covariate shift,
but this is outside of the scope of this paper.
The final contribution from the work of Kamnitsas, et al.
that we will discuss is the use of what they call the first
fully 3D conditional random field, or CRF. CRFs are used
in neural networks as a means of taking the predictions from
the normal fully-connected layers and giving them the ability
to make predictions given the context of the neighboring
areas in the image as well. The result is a more precise
segmentation than that provided by the more traditional
output layer.

4. RESULTS
In the discussion of the results there are four different
values being reported. The first is the Dice score which is a
statistic measuring similarity calculated as
|P ∪ G|
(1)
(|P | + |G|)/2
In this case P is the networks predictions and G is the
ground truth labels. Next up is specificity also known as
the true negative rate; calculated as
Dice(P, G) =

TN
(2)
(T N + F P )
The sensitivity also known as the true positive rate; calculated as
specif icity =

TP
(3)
(T P + F N )
And lastly the precision also known as the positive predictive value calculated as
sensitivity =

TP
(4)
(T P + F P )
For these three equations T stands for true, F for false,
P for positive and N for negative. Havaei, et al. report
their data using specificity while Kamnitsas, et al. reports
results using precision. Larger numbers are better and can
be reported either as 0 to 1 or 0 to 100.
precision =
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Name
InputCascadeCNN*
Tustison
Zhao
Meier
Reza
Cordier

Dice
0.84
0.79
0.79
0.72
0.73
0.75

Specificity
0.88
0.83
0.77
0.65
0.68
0.79

Sensitivity
0.84
0.81
0.85
0.88
0.79
0.78

Table 1: Comparison of Havaei, et al’s. (highlighted) results on BRATS 2013 leaderboard set.

As mentioned before, the work done by Havaei, et al. was
applied to the BRATS 2013 challenge. They also attempted
to use their system on the BRATS 2014 data set, but were
unable to get the system to work due to problems with the
data set itself. For the BRATS 2013 Challenge contenders
used an online evaluation tool that provided Dice, specificity
and sensitivity scores for three categories; the complete tumor region, the core tumor region and the enhancing tumor
region. As can be seen in Table 1 their highest scoring network configuration improved on the state of the art in both
accuracy and speed.
The architectures proposed by Kamnitsas, et al. were
applied to three different brain related challenges. The first
was a challenge involving a database of MRIs from people
who had suffered traumatic brain injuries, TBI. The second
was on the BRATS 2015 dataset, which much like BRATS
2013, measured dice, specificity and sensitivity on the three
categories of brain tumor hierarchies; the results can be seen
in Table 2. In these results the top score by Ensemble was
a combination of three similar DeepMedic networks; their
output aggregated by averaging. The exact nature of these
networks was undefined.
The last challenge Kamnitsas, et al. did was the ISLES
2015 challenge that dealt with the segmentation of brain
lesions caused by stroke. In all cases the DeepMedic + CRF
architecture they propose beat the scores of the previous
state-of-the-art approaches. Additionally, in all cases the
addition of the 3D CRF was found to have a statistically
significant effect on performance.
Figure 7 shows an example [3] of DeepMedic’s segmentation of three different MRIs. As can be seen in the figure the
network does a good job of segmenting both small and large
lesions. In the second row however, it undersegments a con-
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tusion, possibly mistaking it for background. The third row
also shows one of the greater challenges of this segmentation
task, where post-surgical sub-dural debris is mistaken as a
relevant lesion. [3]
Name
Ensemble+CRF
Ensemble
DeepMedic+CRF
DeepMedic
bakas1
peres1
anon1
thirs1
peyrj

Dice
90.1
90.0
89.8
89.7
88
87
84
80
80

Precision
91.9
90.3
91.5
89.7
90
89
90
84
87

Sensitivity
89.1
90.4
89.1
90.5
89
86
82
79
77

Table 2: Average performance of Kamnitsas, et al.
on the training data from BRATS 2015 compared to
other teams. Highlighted cells are networks implemented by Kamnitsas, et al.
K. Kamnitsas et al. / Medical Image Analysis 36 (2017) 61–78

5. CONCLUSIONS
As demonstrated by the work of Havaei, et al. and Kamnitsas, et al. convolutional neural networks show considerable promise. The use of multiple pathways for local and
global context was shown to be effective in both works.
Havaei, et al. has further shown that cascaded architectures
with two-phase training are also useful in improving the
state-of-the-art. Meanwhile Kamnitsas, et al. have shown
that 3D CNNs have become computationally feasible and
that dense inference and 3D CRFs show promise as well.
These two works are unfortunately not comparable when
it comes to the challenges they partook in, but nevertheless both show a breadth of space for further improvement
when it comes to CNNs and medical imaging. Future work
could combine some of the techniques used such as using a
cascaded architecture with DeepMedic or attempting twophase training.
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Fig. 10. (Top) DSC achieved by our ensemble of three networks on each of the 61 TBI datasets. (Bottom) Manually segmented (black) and predicted lesion volumes (red).
Note here the logarithmic scale. Continuous lines represent mean values. The outlying subject 12 presents small TBI lesions, which are successfully segmented, but also
vascular ischemia. Because it is the only case in the database with the latter pathology, the networks fail to segment it as such lesion was not seen during training. (For
interpretation of the references to colour, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Three examples from the application of our system on the TBI database. It is capable of precise segmentation of both small and large lesions. Second row depicts one
of the common mistakes observed. A contusion near the edge of the brain is under-segmented, possibly mistaken for background. Bottom row shows one of the worst cases,
representative of the challenges in segmenting TBI. Post-surgical sub-dural debris is mistakenly captured by the brain mask. The network partly segments the abnormality,
which is not a celebral lesion of interest.
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